
Excerpt from request for funding for high school drama program. 
 
1.  Project Summary: Please summarize your project (briefly describe what the project is, 
when and where will take place, who/what is being featured, students and artist(s) involved 
and any other information that you feel is appropriate).   
[THEATRE CO.] seeks funding for the [NAME] Festival to take place in [DATE]. Our Second Festival 
in [DATE] included [NUMBER] high schools, with a total of 245 student actors.  We worked with 
[NAMES] Schools.  The Festival is a collaboration between [THEATRE CO.] and [NUMBER] high 
schools. In the Festival, directors from [THEATRE CO.] and English/Drama high school teachers 
rehearse with students at their respective schools on 90-minute cuts of [NAME] plays over 8 weeks.  
The outcome of these rehearsals is a production of each play, to be performed as a weekend series 
at the [NAME] Theatre.  The Festival model is based upon the highly successful program created by 
[NAME].   
 
2.  Please explain the goals you hope to achieve by undertaking this project.   
Our broad goal is to fill the gap created in students' educations by continual reduction in arts funding.  
More specifically, our goals are 
 

• To remove the language barrier between teens and [NAME] by teaching them ways to explore, 
play with, and personalize the text. 

• Discover a creative outlet for self-expression and have fun. 
• Learn valuable life-skills, such as timeliness, accountability, teamwork, and self-confidence. 
• Empower the students to develop a sense of ownership and pride, find a personal connection 

with this project and take the risks necessary to make it their own.  
 
Quantitatively, our goals are: 
 

• 90% of students will report that they found the program to be a valuable educational 
experience. 

• 80% of parents will report that their students ́ intellectual, emotional, and cultural intelligence 
rose as a direct result of the [NAME] Festival.   

 
3.  How do you plan to evaluate the quality of your project? Explain your evaluation process 
and when it takes place.   
To evaluate the quality of the project, we will survey students, parents, and teachers involved in the 
program. Sample student questions will explore the challenges experienced during the program, the 
skills learned and their applicability, in the students' opinion, to their school or professional lives.  
Sample parent/teacher questions will address changes they saw in their students, such as in work 
ethic or levels of engagement in classroom materials, and opinions on strengths and weaknesses of 
the program. These evaluations will take place immediately following the pubic performance of the 
Festival. [THEATRE CO.] will present this information to its Board of Directors at its next scheduled 
monthly meeting. These evaluations will be used to restructure and strengthen the program for its 
fourth year.   
 
4. Describe how your project will involve direct participation by the students you plan to serve 
and how you will get them involved.   
To generate interest, English teachers will discuss the project with their students the week prior to 
auditions. As this is a non-competitive event, every student interested in the [NAME] Festival will be 
involved in the production, as an actor, dancer, technical crew member (lighting, sound, props), 
research, marketing, etc., utilizing whatever skill set a student brings in. The project is also concerned 
with building a student audience. Our student-marketing team will be in charge of creating interest for 
the production within their schools through a media campaign they design. Specifically, the methods 



we use to teach [NAME] to student actors enables ALL interested students to participate. The text is 
learned both visually (by reading lines) and aurally (by repeating verbally the lines). Reading level is 
not a prerequisite of participation.   
 
5. Describe your target audience for the public component of this project and explain how you 
will promote/market your project to this audience.  Be specific.   
The plays will be presented to the public at the [NAME] Theater in Portland. Our target audience for 
the public component is parents and students from local-area high schools as well as the general 
public. [THEATRE CO.] and the student-marketing team will market heavily within each participating 
high school with posters, announcements, Facebook, and other social media. It is our hope that those 
students and parents who see the productions at their own high schools will come to see the 
remaining productions during the Festival Weekend at the [NAME] Theater. [THEATRE CO.] will also 
contact all major media outlets with press releases and story ideas.   
 
 


